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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Carson Mounds site, consisting of five large mounds and an associated

254, Plate XI) as a_-e_ (see attached photocopy), are relatively intact except 
for minor alterations to the summits of two, on which houses have been built. 
The present location of the home of John Pelegrin is Mound c_, and the home of 
Carson Pelegrin, his son, is on Mound a_. The original Carson mansion probably 
stood atop Mound ci (Thomas 1894:258, Plate XIII). Only a few small rises in 
surrounding fields indicate the presence originally of over eighty-five mounds 
of various sizes-(Thomas 1894:254, Plate XI). Most of the area is in cultivation, 
and it Is not known whether deep plowing has destroyed village areas or burials. 
Deeply buried undisturbed portions may remain, since sites in this area often 
have occupational zones covered by river alluvium. -  

The Carson Mounds were visited around 1884 by Col. P. W. Norris and later 
by W; H. Holmes, whose description of the site is given by Thomas (1894:253r55).

The general plan of these works is shown in PI.XI. In the 
northwest is an enclosure surrounded by an earthen wall and_ 
ditch.

The enclosure fronts west for a distance of 738 feet on a 
cypress swamp, probably an open bayou or one channel of the Missis 
sippi when these works were constructed. It is in the form of a 
parallelogram, the wall on three sides measuring 1,173 feet long, 
and embracing an area of about 5 acres. This wall is from 15 to 
30 feet wide at the base, and from 3 to 5 feet

Within this area, a little northwest [southwest] of the center, 
is a circular mound (a), 192 feet in diameter at the base, 15 feet 
high, and 66 feet across the nearly flat top. There appears to 
have been originally a platform some 5 or 6 feet high, on which 
the mound proper was built. Several excavations made in the top 
and on the sides showed that it was composed of earth from the 
bottom land, probably obtained from the excavation near the south 
east corner of the enclosure. A number of fire^beds f ,of burnt clay 
were found near the summit and at different elevations throughout 
the mound. Charcoal, ashes, and fragments of pottery and stone 
were also discovered, but no bones. It is probable^therefore, 
that these spots mark the sites of houses.

Some slight elevations noticed within the enclosure:were not 
explored but are shown on the plate.

Just outside of the southwest [southeast] corner is an arti 
ficial excavation about 100 feet in diameter, but now partially 
filled and converted into a bog.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The significance of the Carson Mounds site lies both in its historical 
value as one of the possible sites of th'e villages of Quizquiz, visited by 
DeSoto in 1541, and in its prehistoric context as a large Mississippi Period 
ceremonial complex, settlement, and cemetery. . .

Phillips, Ford, and Griffin (1951:372-73) hint that the site might be 
one of the Quizquiz towns, because ceramics collected there indicate that 
it could have been occupied in 1541. Although acknowledging that it de 
serves attention as a possible Quizquiz town, they admittedly fail to give 
it due consideration since to do so would conflict with the Sunflower Landing 
theory of DeSoto's river crossing, toward which they lean.

The most recent and from an archaeological standpoint the most con 
vincing study of the DeSoto route 9BBIHIMRHHBHMHHHMP3 that by 
Brain, Toth, and Rodriguez-Buckingham (1974). The Montgomery portion of the 
site is mentioned therein as the possible Quizquiz town because of its fortifica 
tion and its situation on the bank of the old river channel. Moreover, most 
of the ceramic collections studied have come from this portion of the site, 
and these, according to Brain, "show a full complement of all the ceramic 
markers used to define a DeSoto date line" (1974:261). Other sites in the 
general area have yielded similar ceramics fand appear to be the neighboring 
towns described in some of the DeSoto narratives.

These towns, including Carson, might be linked with the Tunica of 
historic times, says Brain, since Swanton (1911:317) states that Chickasaw 
and Choctaw traditions place the "Tunica oldfields" in the vicinity of

There were earlier occupations on the site. Phillips (1970:940), 
in determining some of the various prehistoric culture phases there, con 
siders Montgomery and Carson together; He has determined from ceramic 
collections that the Carson Mounds site was inhabited during the following 
phases (1970:444-47): Dorr Phase of the Marksville Period; Coahoma Phase 
of the Baytown Period; Peabody Phase of the Coles Creek Period; and Parchman 
Phase of the Mississippi Period. On portions of the site, potential 
exists for settlement studies of these occupations, especially under the 
remains of mounds and possibly under deppsits of alluvium.
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7 - DESCRIPTION

Mound b, shown in detail in PI.XII, is double. There are at the 
bottom indications of an oval platform, probably 10 feet high, with 
a length of 240 feet at the base. On this, two truncated cones, 
which occupy the entire length, but not the entire width of the plat 
form, rise jointly for 18 feet, and above the union rise separately 
8 feet higher. The entire height of the mound from the natural sur 
face of the land is therefore 36 feet. The cones are level on top, 
the one being 42 feet in diameter at this point and the other 48.

Little excavating was done in this mound and nothing of inter 
est found, except the ever present fire-beds of burnt clay, stone 
chips, and fragments of pottery.

Mound c is oval and rounded on top, 210 feet long, 150 broad 
at the base, and 16 feet high. This mound and several smaller ones 
near it are so nearly masses of fire-beds, burnt clay, fragments of 
stone and pottery, together with more or less charcoal and ashes, as 
to indicate clearly that they are the sites of ancient dwellings thus 
elevated by accumulation of material during long continued occupancy.

Mound d, PI.XIII, the finest of the group, is roughly pentangular 
and very symmetrical, level on the top, 25 feet high (including the plat 
form). 310 feet in diameter at the base, and 210 feet across the top. 
Besides the broad, sloping platform, 5 feet high, on which the mound 
rests, there is near by, almost adjoining, a small mound which, as in 
many other groups, forms a kind of appendage to the large one. This 
is about 100 feet long, 75 feet wide, and 8 feet high, rounded on top.

Not only are beds of hard burned clay (the fragments of which show 
the casts of cane and grass running through it) abundant upon the sur 
face and sides of the mound, but are also found in the wells and cisterns 
and in other excavations made in digging cellars and for the foundations 
of buildings. It is evident from this that it was used as a dwelling 
place or as a location for a temple or some other public building.

Mound e is double and similar in almost every respect to b. The 
platform is 5 feet high and 120 by 80 feet on top. Near the top of 
one cone is a red oak tree, 4 feet in diameter, and near the top of 
the other a black oak, 6 feet in diameter. In the depression between 
the two cones a partially decayed skeleton was found in digging a 
grave for a person now interred there. This skeleton was under a 
bed of burnt clay, and other similar beds are found near the surface 
of the sides and summit.
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7 - DESCRIPTION

Mound f is oval, rounded on top, 150 feet long by 75 feet wide and 
between 5 and 6 feet high, differing but little from several others not 
shown on the plat. A thorough examination of this mound revealed the 
fact that from base to summit it was composed of burnt clay, mud, or 
alluvial earth in irregular layers formed of lumps or little masses 
burned to a brick red or actually melted into slag. Much of the top 
of this mound is a deposit resembling mud or clay plastering, from 
which the sustaining canes and timbers had been burned out, leaving 
their casts. It seems evident, therefore, that mud-walled and perhaps 
partitioned dwellings, stood here which were destroyed by fire.

The places from which a part at least of the dirt was taken that 
was used to form the mounds are shown by the unevenness of the surface 
of the ground immediately around them. But there are several excava 
tions which must have furnished a large portion of the material for 
this purpose. They are still so deep as to form swamps, bogs, or open 
ponds, some of the last being well stocked with fish.

During all the excavations made and digging done by the present 
proprietors, who have made all the improvements there are on the plan 
tation, but few skeletons have been unearthed and no whole vessels of 
pottery found. Still, it is possible that more extensive explorations 
of the small mounds may reveal these, but the owner will not allow them 
to be disturbed.

The solid material of which the mounds are composed, together with 
their numerous fire beds or patches of burnt clay, are so well calculated 
to withstand the erosion of the elements in a region but little subject 
to frosts, that the lapse of time has had but little effect upon their 
appearance. Still, the rounding off of the parts not protected by fire- 
beds, the boggy character of the excavations, and the considerable accu 
mulation of soil upon the works suggest that the town of the mound-builders 
located here was upon the bank of the Mississippi when this river flowed 
in its ancient channel, but was abandoned when it changed its bed.

Calvin Brown (1926:108-113) summarized Thomas's description, but provided no 
additional data. Peabody Museum's Lower Valley Survey (Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 
1951:51) in 1940-47 recorded the mound group as three separate sites: Carson Group 
(15-N-8) Thomas's Mounds £-f_ area; Stovall (15-N-7) Thomas's Mound b^ area; and 
Montgomery (15-N-6) Thomas's Mound a_ area. By this time most of the smaller mounds 
mentioned by Thomas had been destroyed by agricultural practices. Carson was de 
scribed as a "village site with large platform mound [dj, large double conical mound 
[ej and small mound"; Stovall as a "large double conical mound [bj"; and Montgomery 
as a "village site with large rectangular platform mound [a] and small mound" (1951: 
51).
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7 - DESCRIPTION

Phillips, Ford, and Griffin indicate that Montgomery was primarily a Mississippi Period 
occupation, as was Stovall, but that Stovall was also occupied as far back as early 
Baytown (1951:51). They were apparently uncertain of the temporal placement of Carson. 
Most of the collections made at that time were evidently from Montgomery. Other than 
variations in the amounts of surface collections made in the three areas, Phillips, 
Ford, and Griffin give no particular reason for dividing the Carson Mounds into three 
separate sites. Phillips (1970:940) later placed the Carson site, which he identi 
fied as 15-N-6, in the Parchman Phase.

In 1951 the Memphis Archaeological and Geological Society undertook a brief 
excavation in the area of Thomas f s earthen enclosure (Thomas:Plate XI), the area 
designated as Montgomery by Phillips, Ford, and Griffin. Kenneth Beaudoin, a member 
of the society, indicates that at this time there still remained "ten or twelve large, 
flat-topped mounds and many smaller ones" (1952:10). He records the dimensions of 
Mound d_ as 68 feet by 78 feet along the base (cf. Thomas, 310 feet at the base), 
48 feet by 56 feet at the summit (cf. Thomas, 210 feet across the top), and 20 feet 
high (cf. Thomas, 25 feet high). According to Beaudoin, the old Carson mansion, 
which had burned some years before, had stood on this mound. His preliminary report, 
however, indicates that the mound to which he was referring here is Mound a_, whose 
measurements coincide more closely. Since Thomas's Plate XI shows the Carson mansion 
on Mound d^, there is obviously some discrepancy between the two ac<

Beaudoin ? s preliminary report refers fo yemfljf *r\o evidence of
____ __________ the enclosure (his Feature #2), 

a slght ridge which could be s"een at a few points on the site. He
also reported a number of burned house floors and burials, indicating a large settle 
ment and cemetery.

The 1940 Work Projects Administration survey found six large mounds and sev 
eral smaller ones. The largest mound was 310 feet in diameter and 25 feet high; 
others varied from 5 feet to 18 feet in height.
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